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Flood risks in the Netherlands 
Distribution of flood

water depth

riverine

coastal

pluvial

~ 60% can be flooded
26% < NAP, dike protected
29% > NAP, dike protected
3% not dike protected
1% Meuse valley

Exposed inhabitants



Different types of Sea Level Rise scenarios

Questions so far?

Medium confidence processes:
- Thermal expansion
- Ocean dynamics
- Ice caps and glaciers
- Land water & dams
- Vertical land motion

Low confidence processes:
- Dynamics at Greenland and 

Antarctica (ice shelves, 
calving)

Low likelihood storyline = 
SSP5-8.5 Medium confidence 
processes + Low confidence 
evidence

Technical Summary AR6 WG1



Multi-layer safety paradigm

1. Prevention 
safety infrastructure, protection standards

2. Spatial planning 
Reduce consequences of flooding

3. Emergency response
Reduce consequences during flooding
(e.g. evacuation)

Since July 2021 event:
4. Recovery

5. Awareness



Distinction between water safety and water nuisance

probability
Water nuisance

Water safety

Millions of damage
No life danger

Billions of damage
Real life danger



Planned development of housing

Roughly 1 mln houses
up to 2030

Advisory of the Dutch Delta 
Commissioner:

Climate proof building
No transfer of risk to other
sectors/regions/generations

In practice:
Reconsider spatial
distribution
Reserve room for retention
and dikes
Avoid low lying areas with
land subsidence
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Key questions

• Should we reconsider our spatial planning?

• Is our system of standards tenable?

• Should we reconsider the distinction between

safety and nuisance?



A side story: a counterfactual analysis of the 2021 event



What if the rain would have fallen
elsewhere?

“Free” draining area

Polder areas
close/below sea

level

https://publications.deltares.nl/11206890_010_0006.pdf



Drained areas

• Rapid and uncontrolled dischargeà cascade of 
combined water peaks

• Water nuisance à water safety



Polder areas

• Pumping capacity ~20mm/day

• More polders discharge on same channel system

• Long duration high water levels

Water depth
200 mm

20 mm/day



Sketch of the dilemmas



Interviews with experts

No restrictions Pro restrictions

1. Climate change is well 

embedded in current

procedures

1. Climate change can go out 

of likely ranges

2. Current governance and 

technology can deal with SLR

2. Tenability of current strategy

is not proven

3. We will have to protect

current residential areas

3. Societal response is slow, 

and reduces future solution 

space

Question: do we have to restrict new housing in low-lying areas?



Interviews with experts

Risk approach Reduce consequences

1. We can determine order of 

magnitude of probabilities

1. Likelihood of extreme 

scenarios cannot be quantified

2. Consequences are 

embedded in the risk approach

2. Policy makers and citizens

think in terms of consequences

3. Risk-based approaches are 

also applied in other sectors

3. Consequences are more 

concrete than (abstract) 

probabilities

Question: can we still use the risk-based approach or should
we be guided by potential consequences?



Interviews with experts

Retain difference Leave difference

1. Consequences are very

different and can be separated

1. A grey area exists between

the two

2. Responsibilities and 

governance has a logic

2. Overlapping responsibilities

and governance lead to

confusion

3. Central financing is a better

guarantee for funding extreme 

risk protection

3. Citizens and policy makers 

don’t make the difference

Question: Should we retain or leave the distinction between
water safety and water nuisance?



Current positions on the key questions

Should we reconsider our spatial planning? 
Water safety will continue to require attention to keep up to the

standards
Often safety is not the first argument for consideration of spatial

planning à soil subsidence, water nuisance, suitability of soil
are more pressing drivers

Is the risk approach still tenable?
For the overseeable future risks can still be calculated
Solidarity with future generations requires a societal debate

Should we leave distinction between water safety and 
nuisance?
The disadvantages of leaving the separation are larger than the

benefits


